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ABSTRACT
Cryptocurrency mining is a crucial operation in blockchains, and
miners often join mining pools to increase their chances of earning
rewards. However, the energy-intensive nature of PoW cryptocur-
rency mining has led to its ban in New York State of the United
States, China, and India. As a result, mining pools, serving as a
central hub for mining activities, have become prime targets for reg-
ulatory enforcement. Furthermore, cryptojacking malware refers
to self-owned stealthy mining pools to evade detection techniques
and conceal profit wallet addresses. However, no systematic re-
search has been conducted to analyze it, largely due to a lack of
full understanding of the protocol implementation, usage, and port
distribution of the stealth mining pool.

To the best of our knowledge, we carry out the first large-scale
and longitudinal measurement research of stealthy mining pools to
fill this gap. We report 7,629 stealthy mining pools among 59 coun-
tries. Further, we study the inner mechanisms of stealthy mining
pools. By examining the 19,601 stealthy mining pool domains and
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IPs, our analysis reveals that stealthy mining pools carefully craft
their domain semantics, protocol support, and lifespan to provide
underground, user-friendly, and robust mining services. What’s
worse, we uncover a strong correlation between stealthy mining
pools and malware, with 23.3% of them being labeled as malicious.
Besides, we evaluate the tricks used to evade state-of-the-art mining
detection, including migrating domain name resolution methods,
leveraging the botnet, and enabling TLS encryption. Finally, we
conduct a qualitative study to evaluate the profit gains of malicious
cryptomining activities through the stealthy pool from an insider
perspective. Our results show that criminals have the potential to
earn more than 1 million USD per year, boasting an average ROI
of 2,750%. We have informed the relevant ISPs about uncovered
stealthy mining pools and have received their acknowledgments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cryptocurrency mining (cryptomining) is a crucial operation in
blockchains that employ the Proof of Work (PoW) as the consensus
algorithm. Miners participate in this process by solving complex
hash-based puzzles and are rewarded with cryptocurrency. In order
to increase their chances of winning rewards, miners frequently join
mining pools by connecting their mining hardware (CPU, GPU, or
ASIC) to online mining pool servers. However, the energy-intensive
nature of PoW-based cryptocurrency mining has resulted in its
prohibition in several regions and countries, such as New York
State of the United States [30], China [13], and India [16]. As a
result, mining pools, serving as a central hub for mining activities,
have emerged as the primary targets for regulatory enforcement.

Furthermore, recently, criminals started abusing victims’ re-
sources to mine cryptocurrency by infiltrating victim hosts and
deploying cryptomining malware, which is known as Cryptojacking.
Cryptojacking malware soared nearly fourfold in Q3 2022 and is
considered one of the most serious cybersecurity threats, accord-
ing to a public report [34]. To evade detection methods, such as
denylists [41], employed by security vendors, and to conceal profit
wallet addresses, cryptomining malware has started to utilize self-
owned stealthy mining pools [25, 31]. Previous work [52] observed
that botnet malware mines cryptocurrency through underground
mining infrastructures rather than public mining pools [21, 23, 29].

Stealthy mining pools, in contrast to public mining pools, are
not intended of offering public services. Studying stealthy mining
pools is challenging for several reasons. First, the Stratum protocol,
which is the de facto mining protocol, lacks standardized implemen-
tation specifications. Second, not all communications based on such
protocols is for mining cryptocurrency; they can also be used for
other services, such as Electrum Bitcoin Wallet [3]. Third, there are
no designated ports for mining pool services, making it difficult to
perform large-scale scanning without prior knowledge of targeted
ports. As a result, systematic research on stealthy mining pools has
yet to be conducted.

In this paper, we perform a large-scale and longitudinal mea-
surement study on the current status of stealthy mining pools by
both passive analysis and active scanning, which is the first study
on stealthy mining pools, to the best of our knowledge. To address
the aforementioned challenges, we first collected the three most
popular implementations of mining protocols from the documenta-
tion [2, 6, 11, 32], academic research [46, 48, 53, 71], and real-world
mining samples [4, 8, 9, 14, 24, 37]. Then we propose a mining
service discovery technique by network probing and a semantic
approach to recognize the stealthy mining service. We discover the
stealthy mining pool with a two-step method: a preliminary exper-
iment for collecting candidate services’ mining ports, followed by
an active scan aimed at the entire IPv4 address range to achieve a
comprehensive result. Finally, we find 7,629 stealthy mining pools,
spanning 2,113 IPs and 17,488 domains among 59 countries.

Further, we study the inner mechanisms of stealthy mining pools.
By examining the 19,601 stealthy mining pool domains and IPs,
our analysis reveals that the stealthy mining pools carefully craft

their domain semantics, protocol support, and lifespan to provide
underground, user-friendly, and robust mining services. Stealthy
pools tend to hide their identities in the form of domain names,
whichmakes them less noticeable. To provide an easy-to-usemining
service, around 10% of stealthy pools support requests for all three
implementations on a port. What’s more, 7.5% of pools are able to
interact with both TLS-encrypted and non-TLS-encrypted mining
requests. Besides, stealthy mining pools tend to have a shorter
lifespan, with 33% of the stealthy mining pools having a lifecycle of
less than one day, to avoid attracting unnecessary adversary notice,
e.g., firewalls or antivirus engines.

While investigating the malicious activities related to stealthy
mining pools, we find that they have a strong correlation with
malware, including 23.3% of IPs and 3.3% of domains labeled as
malicious. We also conduct a campaign analysis and find out 439
different campaigns, and some of them have been asserted to be the
mining pools of known cryptomining botnets, whichmeans stealthy
mining pools have been popular in malware. We uncover and assess
the tricks employed to evade state-of-the-art mining detection,
including migrating domain name resolution methods, leveraging
the botnet, and enabling TLS encryption. Our findings indicate that
the third trick is the most effective evasion technique; only 9.6%
of stealthy mining pools employing it being labeled by VirusTotal.
Additionally, we conduct a qualitative study to evaluate the profit
gains of malicious cryptomining activities through stealthy pools
from an insider’s perspective. Our results show that criminals have
the potential to earn more than 1 million USD per year, boasting an
average ROI of 2,750%.
Contributions. We summarize the contributions as follows:
● We propose the first discovery method for stealthy mining

pools and conduct a large-scale and longitudinal measurement
study on the entire IPv4 range, locating 7,629 different stealthy
mining pools, involving 2,113 IPs and 17,488 domains.
●We discover the unique characteristics of stealthy mining pools,

revealing that stealthy mining pools carefully craft their domain
semantics, protocol support, and lifespan to provide underground,
user-friendly, and robust mining services.
●We uncover stealthy mining pools that collaborate with mal-

ware, analyze their campaign and survival strategies, and evaluate
their profit gains from an insider’s view.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we first focus on the process of cryptocurrency
mining. Then we discuss the classification of different mining pools
and introduce what is a stealthy mining pool.

2.1 Cryptocurrency Mining
Cryptocurrency mining (abbreviated as “mining” in the following)
is the process of verifying transactions on a blockchain and adding
them to the blockchain ledger by miners. When a new cryptocur-
rency block is generated or a transaction is performed, miners need
to validate it and then add it to the blockchain. To achieve this work,
miners must compete with each other to solve complex cryptogra-
phy problems, i.e., computing the input nonce that matches a given
target hash for a cryptocurrency block as Proof-of-Work (PoW).
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In return for their computing efforts, miners who first finish are
rewarded with a certain amount of cryptocurrency.
Mining pool. In recent years, mining has become more difficult,
especially for individual miners. This is due to a number of factors,
such as the growing competition among miners and the rising cost
of computing resources for mining. In response to these challenges,
mining pools have emerged as a new way to combine the comput-
ing resources of a group of miners. When miners join a mining
pool, they simply connect their machines (mining hardware) to an
online mining pool server (mining software) to share their comput-
ing power with other miners, thereby increasing their chances of
finding a new block. After completing the mining task, each miner
in the mining pool earns its share of the reward, depending on their
contribution to the pool’s computing power and rules. The mining
communication between miners and mining pools used to be the
HTTP-based getwork protocol, which has been replaced by the
Stratum mining protocol now [65].
Stratummining protocol. The Stratum protocol, which is a JSON-
RPC-based plaintext TCP protocol, is the most common protocol
used to communicate between miners and mining pools. It is origi-
nally created for ElectrumBitcoin wallet [3] to synchronize informa-
tion about blocks, transfers, etc. in the Bitcoin blockchain. Although
it has specialized implementations for various cryptocurrencies,
the communication among them generally follows the procedures
below. Figure 1 illustrates this communication process between
miners and the mining pool.
● A miner sends a subscription message to the mining pool to

verify its identity in case of applying for a mining job (step ➀).
● After the mining pool verifies the identification, the miner

enters the pool and prepares to act as mining “hardware” (step ➁).
● The mining pool next generates a mining difficulty and assigns

the miner a mining work (step ➂).
● The miner begins the mining operation by calculating the hash

using local resources and hardware (step ➃). Once a result has
been obtained, the miner submits it to the mining pool and awaits
confirmation (step ➄).
● The mining pool validates the result and responds with a

message of success or failure (step ➅). The mining process then
repeats round by round.

Specifically, the Stratum v2 protocol is a next-generation imple-
mentation of the Stratum protocol that is presently available for
testing by its developer, Braiins Pool [33], but is not yet widely
used. Therefore, we will not include this protocol in this study.
Besides the plaintext Stratum protocol over TCP, we observe that
part of public mining pools [23, 29] have begun to provide services
utilizing the Stratum encrypted by the TLS protocol.

2.2 Stealthy Mining Pool
Figure 2 shows three different types of mining pools that all provide
services using Stratum protocol. The public mining pool announces
itself with a web page under the same domain as the mining pool
service, which lists the supported cryptocurrencies and related pool
service ports. As a result, the domain names and IP addresses of
these mining pools are easily accessible, making them susceptible
to being blocked by a denylist.

Miner Mining pool
{"method":"login","params":{"login":"<wallet_address>","pass":"x",
"algo":["rx/0"]}}

① Miner.Login

{""job":{"algo":"rx/0","blob":"<152_charaters>","height":2334399
,"job_id":"<10_charaters>","seed_hash":"<64_charaters>","target":
"ffff0100"}}

③ Pool.Send_job

{"method":"submit","params":{"id":"17126","job_id":
"<10_charaters>","nonce":"fd200100","result":"<64_charaters>"}}

⑤Miner.Submit

{“result”:{“status”:“OK”}, "error":null}

⑥ Pool.Confirm

⑦ Pool.Send_job
……

② Pool.Verify

④ Mining

Figure 1: An example of a miner using the Stratum protocol
to communicate with a mining pool.

Miner Miner Miner

Public Pool

Proxy Pool Private Pool

Stealthy Pool

Figure 2: Different ways in which miner connects to mining
pools: (a) to a public pool; (b) to a stealthy pool, including
proxy pool and private pool.

Stealthy mining pool. In contrast to public mining pools, stealthy
mining pools do not provide public services, which are classified
into two types: proxy and private ones. The private mining pool,
like the public one, is synchronized with the common blockchain to
obtain the most recent block information, but its service addresses
are not disclosed. According to publicly available statistics, it still
accounts for a minor portion of pool hash rates[28]. Whereas the
proxy mining pool is a kind of mining pool that behaves like a
broker service between miners and upstream pools. It receives jobs
from the upstream pool, decomposes them into multiple sub-tasks
with lower hash rates, and distributes them to downstream miners.
Then, it accepts miners’ shares and aggregates them before sending
them back to the upstream pool. In addition, it does not need the
synchronization of block information, which makes its implementa-
tion relatively simpler. Such proxy services are commonly provided
by tools such as XMRIG-PROXY, which may reduce the number
of connections to the pool by up to 256 times [39]. According to
public reports, attackers make extensive use of proxy pools. They
are either deployed in an independent pool server [5, 25] or hosted
on the same domain as the C&C server [12, 40].

In the case of illicit cryptomining, employing a stealthy min-
ing pool has the following two advantages: First, compared to
public pools, which have publicly disclosed domain names and IP
addresses, stealthy pools are less likely to be detected by denylist-
based approaches. Since the domain names and IP addresses of
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Table 1: Sources of three Stratum protocol implementations.

Name Doc. Prior work Miner
Stratum-BTC [11, 32] [53] [4, 9, 14, 24]
Stratum-ETH [2] [48] [9, 24]
Stratum-XMR [6] [46, 48, 71] [8, 37]

stealthy mining pools are not publicly disclosed, it is difficult for
regulators to actively block malicious samples before their detec-
tion. Second, the wallet address of the attacker can be disguised.
Attacker’s wallet address need to be encoded in the malicious sam-
ple when using public mining pools, therefore public pools can
easily ban the wallet when they are reported by researchers [62].
However, with stealthy mining pools, the wallet address can be
configured and updated on the server, making it impossible to ob-
tain the attacker’s wallet information from samples and/or network
traffic analysis (NTA) [55], consequently increasing the difficulty
of analyzing revenue and blocking cryptomining malware.

3 IDENTIFYING STEALTHY MINING POOLS
This section discusses the methodology used to identify stealthy
mining pools in the wild. As illustrated in Figure 3, we first collect
prominent mining protocol implementation variants, then present
a mining service identification technique for detecting the mining
service by network probing and a semantic approach to distinguish
the stealthy mining service. Finally, we put the aforesaid strategies
to the test in two steps: a preliminary experiment for gathering
mining ports for candidate services, followed by an active scanning
aimed at the whole IPv4 address range to produce a thorough result.

3.1 Study of Mining Protocol in the Field
The Stratum protocol, as indicated in Section 2, is the most com-
monly used protocol for communicating between miners and min-
ing pools[62]. As a result, we can send a probing packet using the
Stratum protocol to identify prospective mining pools. However,
because the original stratum protocol[32] did not specify implemen-
tation specifics for multiple cryptocurrencies, its implementation
varies today among miners and pools. To the best of our knowl-
edge, no research has been conducted on the implementation of
mining protocols, particularly the Stratum protocol. To provide a
better understanding, we collected and analyzed the three most
commonly used Stratum protocol implementations and summa-
rized their sources in Table 1. We refer to them as 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝐵𝑇𝐶 ,
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝐸𝑇𝐻 , and 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 −𝑋𝑀𝑅 which names derived from
the names of the greatest market capitalization cryptocurrencies
supported for mining, respectively.

Collecting and evaluating the Stratum protocol and its implemen-
tations is straightforward but non-trivial. To reach a more compre-
hensive result, we consult the documentation, previous academic
researches, and real-world mining samples to extract the variant
patterns of mining protocol. It takes two security researchers five
days to obtain a full result. We start by looking for publicly available
documentations of mining protocol from websites of mining pools,
and README files about Stratum implementation from some open
source miners, including [2, 6, 11, 32]. We then refer to related work

in the field of network traffic-based cryptomining detection. We ob-
tain the dataset from the study (e.g., [48, 71]), attempt to extract the
TCP payloads that adhere to the JSONRPC format from the traffic,
and manually review the protocol implementations. In order to re-
construct the original format for works (such as [46, 53]) that do not
open-source a public dataset, we use the Stratum communication
details specified in the study. Additionally, to investigate the traffic
patterns of the real-world mining samples, we collect and install
several popular miners [4, 8, 9, 14, 24, 37], initiating mining requests
with the default mining pools according to their configurations,
and collected traffic for analyzing the protocol types.

In the end, we summarize and focus on three implementations:
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚−𝐵𝑇𝐶 , 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚−𝐸𝑇𝐻 , and 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚−𝑋𝑀𝑅. 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚−𝐵𝑇𝐶
is the first implementation of Stratum, which is utilized by mining
pools of Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Zcash, and others. 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 −
𝐸𝑇𝐻 is mainly used by Ethereum pools, and most Ethereum min-
ers and pools support both 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝐵𝑇𝐶 and 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝐸𝑇𝐻 .
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝑋𝑀𝑅 is designed for Monero cryptocurrency mining,
which is exclusively deployed by Monero pools and the only pro-
tocol used between Monero miners and pools. Details of the three
implementations can be found in Table 2.

3.2 Methodology of Mining Pool Discovery
To discover potential mining pools in the wild, we leverage an active
probing method based on the Stratum protocol implementations
we summarized in Section 3.1, including the Request Construction
and Response Analysis phrases that sends Stratum probing packets
and analyzes responses, respectively.
Request construction. As described in Section 2, prior to starting
the mining process, miners must submit a handshake JSONRPC
request to prove the identification, such as subscription or login.
Therefore, for each type of implementation collected from sec-
tion 3.1, we construct the handshake JSONRPC request packet to
determine whether a server is an active mining pool. In addition,
the Stratum handshake happens following the establishment of
a TCP or TLS connection, thus we also encrypt the handshake
packets with TLS. Table 2 shows request and response examples of
the three Stratum protocol implementations we summarized and
observed in the wild. Specifically, for 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚−𝐵𝑇𝐶 , miners should
use the JSONRPC method mining.subscribe to subscribe to the pool
server before any other connections. The initial login request for
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝐸𝑇𝐻 is method eth_submitLogin, where the miner regis-
ters its ETH wallet address through params. Miners submit a login
request to the 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 −𝑋𝑀𝑅 pool with a Monero wallet address
in params[“login”].
Response analysis. We divide responses into three types depend-
ing on the target server. First, we discard a server directly if there
is no response or the content is not in the JSON format. Otherwise,
we store the responses for further analysis. Second, if the target
server is a mining pool server, it will return two forms of responses
after handshaking: a success response or an error response. We
list examples of success and error responses in Table 2. Generally,
according to our observation, the success and error responses em-
bedded semantics. In the case of a success response, the mining pool
negotiates the mining difficulty, mining algorithms, current block
height, and seed hash with the mining client. This information is
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Stratum-BTC

Stratum-ETH

Stratum-XMR

Mining Protocol Study Mining Pool Discovery

Request
Construction

Response
Analysis

TCP/TLS

Stealthy Pool Identification

Web content-
based classifier

Measurement

Public
pools

ISP NetflowStratum Mining pools

Stealthy
pools Massive IPv4 scans

Top ports

Methodologies for Identifying Stealthy Mining Pools

Passive DNS

IPs

IPs

Domains

Figure 3: Methodology overview of identifying stealthy mining pools in the wild.

Table 2: Examples of Stratum implementations’ requests and responses.

Protocol Handshake request Success response Error response

Stratum-BTC {"id": 1,"method":
"mining.subscribe","params": []}

{"id": 1, "result": [ [ ["mining.set_difficulty",
"<Difficulty>"],["mining.notify",
"<Subscribe_Addr>"]], "<ExtraNonce1>", 4],
"error": null}

{"id":1,"result":false,
"error":[20,"Not supported",null]}

Stratum-ETH
{"id": 1,"jsonrpc":
"2.0","method": "eth_submitLogin",
"params":[<Wallet_Addr>]}

{ "id": 1, "jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": true }
{ "id": 1,"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"result": null,"error": {
code: -1, message: "Invalid login"}}

Stratum-XMR {"id":1,"jsonrpc":"2.0",
"method":"login","params":{
"login":"<Wallet_Addr>","pass":"x",}}

{"id":1,"jsonrpc":"2.0","result":{"id":"<ID>"
,"job":{"algo":"rx/0","blob":"<Blob>",
"height":<Blockchain_Height>,"job_id":"<Job_Id>",
"seed_hash":"<Seed_Hash>","target":
"Target_Difficulty"},"status":"OK"},"error":null}

{ "id": 1, "jsonrpc": "2.0","error": {
"code": -1, "message": "Invalid address" } }

then included in the response packets, which can be used as signa-
tures to determine if the server is an active mining pool." In contrast,
if the client receives an error response, the server will notify the
client of the error type, such as "Not supported", "Invalid login",
"Invalid address", etc. For example, if we submit a 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚−𝐵𝑇𝐶 re-
quest to a 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝐸𝑇𝐻 server, we will receive an error response
with the message "Invalid login". If we send our 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝑋𝑀𝑅

request with a Monero wallet to an Ergo pool that requires an Ergo
wallet address, the response will state "Invalid address". Third, cer-
tain servers may return JSON payloads in response, but as these
payloads do not adhere to any of the success or error semantics, we
classify these servers as non-mining services and eliminate them
from our study targets.

To discover potential mining pools precisely, we propose an error
message spreading-based method by analyzing the responses as
follows.
Discovery steps. The key observation is that mining pools have
a similar implementation following the protocol specification in
Table 1. Even if the wallets used by different mining pools differ,
the error messages remain the same. Therefore, we design and
implement Algorithm 1 to discover activemining pools by following
the procedures below.
● First, we initiate three sets: (i) an empty set 𝑀 , which will

contain all mining pools; (ii) a set 𝑁 including all the candidate
servers with JSON responses; (iii) a signature set 𝑆 that contains

all the keys of key-value pairs from the success responses of each
type of implementation as listed in Table 2.
● Second, we begin the first detection cycle using a signature-

based detector whose input is a JSON-formatted probing response
from 𝑁 and output indicates whether the server is a mining service.
If the keys of the input response message match the signature set
of one of the implementations from 𝑆 , we place the server address
into 𝑀 and label it as the corresponding type of implementation,
then delete it from the set 𝑁 .
● Third, for each pool in the mining pool set𝑀 , we collect their

error codes and error messages as another set with key-value sig-
natures. The second detection round starts by extracting all error
codes and messages sent by the remaining servers in set 𝑁 . If a
server’s error code and error message match the signature set, the
server is moved from the set 𝑁 to the set𝑀 .
● Finally, servers in the set𝑀 of mining pools are discovered as

candidate mining pools that will be processed in Section 3.3.

3.3 Stealthy Mining Pool Identification
With the newmethodology from Section 3.2, we are able to discover
active mining pools. However, according to [52], not only stealthy
but also public mining services are in the candidate list. The insight
to distinguish the public mining pools from the stealthy ones is
that the public mining pools usually promote their services from
their websites. Specifically, public mining pools often announce
their service publicly with a web page containing mining-related
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Algorithm 1 Discover mining pools.
Input: 𝑁 , 𝑆 ← Set of servers with 𝐽𝑆𝑂𝑁 responses, Set of
success signatures
Output:𝑀 ← Set of mining pools

1: for each candidate 𝐶 in 𝑁 do
2: 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔 ← True
3: for each key 𝑘 in 𝑆 do
4: if 𝑘 ∉ 𝐶.𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 then
5: 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔 ← False
6: end if
7: end for
8: if 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔 = True then
9: Move 𝐶 from 𝑁 to𝑀
10: end if
11: end for
12: for each pool 𝑃 in𝑀 do
13: 𝐸(𝑃)← Set of error signatures of 𝑃
14: end for
15: for each candidate 𝐶 in 𝑁 do
16: 𝐸(𝐶)← Set of error signatures of 𝐶
17: for each pool 𝑃 in𝑀 do
18: if 𝐸(𝐶) = 𝐸(𝑃) then
19: Move 𝐶 from 𝑁 to𝑀
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for

keywords [21, 23, 29]. As a result, we build and implement a web
content-based classifier to automatically distinguish between public
and stealthy pools.
Ground truth collection. We collect a ground-truth dataset that
includes both public mining pools and non-mining pools. The pub-
lic mining pool list is collected from a mining pool statistics web-
site [27], which contains 124 website URLs, while the non-mining
pool list is compiled from the top 500 Tranco [64] website list.
Web content crawling. For the URLs from both ground-truth
dataset and prediction dataset we will collect by massive scans,
dynamic web-content crawling is accomplished by instructing a
headless browser via the Selenium framework [43]. The HTML
file of each website’s homepage is crawled and saved. Then we
extract all the texts in the HTML DOM contents including the title,
keywords, description, and texts in the body.
Feature extraction and training. In the collected text from our
crawlers, we employ NLP methods including tokenization, stop
word removal, and word frequency counting for preprocessing.
Next, we utilize tf-idf [66] to determine the most significant mining-
relatedwords. As shown in Table 3, 11 keywords are used as features
for our classifier. We choose four different classification algorithms
including SVM, KNN, GNB and RF. Results show SVM outperforms
all other classifiers by using 5-fold Cross Validation (CV) for evalu-
ation. Our model has a recall of 98.4%, a precision of 99.2%, and an
F-1 score of 98.8%.

Table 3: Mining-related keywords used as features.

Keyword Average tf-idf in Average tf-idf in
mining pools non-mining pools

pool 0.35 0
mining 0.31 0
miner 0.26 0

algorithm 0.21 0
hash 0.15 0
payout 0.14 0
hashrate 0.08 0
coin 0.05 0

payouts 0.05 0
price 0.04 0.01
block 0.03 0

3.4 Measurement and Result
In this part, we discuss how we measured stealthy mining pools
using the aforementioned methodologies and the corresponding
findings. First, we probe the IPs and ports from the Netflow data for
candidate mining pools and determine the most commonly used
mining pool ports. Then, we conduct an entire IPv4 network space
scanning to retrieve a comprehensive measurement result. Lastly,
we show our results about 2,113 and 17,488 identified stealthy
mining pool IPs and domains.
Mining port discovery. To probe potential mining pools, we need
the mining port to send constructed requests. However, the Stratum
protocol lacks standard ports, making it challenging to perform a
scan of all IPv4 addresses without prior knowledge [54]. To figure
out the port distribution of mining pools, we utilize ISP Netflow
data [1] from one of our partner providers.

The Netflow is collected at the border routers of ISP network
and used as a traffic monitor. Our Netflow data set is collected
at a 1:1000 sampling ratio from April 2022 to October 2022, and
contains an average of 21.4 million unique (IP, port) tuples per
day. We extract every unique (IP, port) pair as the probing target.
For each target, we probe them with six packets, including three
variations of the Stratum protocol, with or without TLS encryption.
The probing experiment runs for around 6 months, from May 24,
2022 to October 31, 2022, and it takes us 10 hours to send about 128
million handshaking packets per day. Over 100 million unique (IP,
port) pairs are probed during the experiment time.

Our probing result shows Stratum supports 425 distinct ports in
total. To conduct the following massive scans while taking into ac-
count resource consumption and ethical concerns, we then identify
the most popular mining ports by analyzing their active duration in
ISP Netflow. Specifically, we calculate the number of active days for
each (IP, port) tuple by subtracting the earliest and last occurrence
dates in Netflow. Following that, for each port, we add the number
of active dates from different IP addresses to get the total active
days. Table 4 shows the top 10 ports for stealthy mining pools that
are frequently observed in our Netflow dataset. The ports used
by the stealthy mining pool exhibit a long-tailed distribution, as
depicted in Figure 4. The top 32 ports account for more than 80% of
cryptocurrency mining activities, which used for further large-scale
scanning.
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Table 4: Top 10 popular ports for stealthy mining pools.

Rank Port Number # Total active days Percentage
1 443 7,120 19.2
2 80 5,632 15.2
3 5555 2,908 7.9
4 3333 2,408 6.5
5 8080 1,110 3.0
6 6688 855 2.3
7 13782 802 2.2
8 8888 672 1.8
9 14333 668 1.8
10 1800 539 1.5

Massive scans. To extend our mining pool IPs, apart from the
potential mining pool IP obtained from the Netflow data, we use
Masscan [17] to scan the whole IPv4 network space for the top 80%
of most commonly identified mining ports within Netflow data to
collect candidate server IPs. Then, we probe these candidate IPs
with the Stratum handshake request to identify mining pools (see
Section 3.2). Our massive scan lasts from Nov, 03 to Nov, 26 2022
with 8 server, each scanning at a rate of 100,00 packets per second.
We exclude private networks, reserved networks and networks that
do not allow to be scanned using the list [18] provided by Masscan.
Stealthy pool identification. We discovered 2,617 distinct mining
pool IP addresses from either Netflow probing or massive scans. To
select stealthy mining pools from public mining pools, we create a
prediction dataset containing 5,600 URLs by these IPs as the input to
the classifier in Section 3.3. Specifically, we first reverse the mining
pool IPs to domains utilizing a large-scale passive DNS (PDNS)
dataset from a public DNS resolver. The PDNS dataset contains all
history records of domain resolutions collected by this resolver from
April 2018 to November 2022. Then we extract their eTLD+1 [42]
domains with and without the "www" prefix as the target web page
URLs. Finally 5,600 distinct eTLD+1 domains are extracted from
the 19,434 domains collected from the PDNS dataset.

By following the web content crawling procedure in Section 3.3,
654 out of the 5,600 URLs respond with a valid HTML file. Our
classifier predicts 112 of them to be public mining pools, while the
remaining are not public mining services. We further manually
examined the positive ones and confirmed that they all are min-
ing pools. To assess false negative cases, we validate the negative
results with ground truth data, results show that only one public
mining pool 𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑘.𝑥𝑦𝑧 is overlooked because its homepage lacks
any available text. The outcome demonstrates that our classifier
is capable of distinguishing between public and stealthy mining
services.

In particular, if an URL is identified as a public mining pool, we
will regard the IP addresses resolved by its FQDN domains as public
pool IPs. Besides, all the domains that resolve to public pool IPs are
labeled as public pool domains. Therefore, When multiple domains
are hosted on the same IP, if the IP is labeled as public, then all the
hosted domains are labels as public too.
Result. Table 5 summarizes our key results. By scanning over 100
million (IP, port) pairs in Netflow and 32 ports in IPv4 address space,
we found a total of 7,629 stealthy mining pool services, including
2,113 IPs and 17,488 domains.

Figure 4: The CDF of top ports supporting mining protocols.

Table 5: Summary of large-scale and longitudinal scanning
results.

Source # Pool Services # IPs # Domains Period (2022)
Netflow 5,534 1,221 13,317 05/24 - 10/31
IPv4 6,467 1,820 5,218 11/03 - 11/26
Total 7,629 2,113 17,488 -

3.5 Ethical Considerations
In our experiments, we take great ethical considerations into the
Netflow and PDNS dataset analysis and active network scanning.
Passive datasets. The ISP Netflow data contains only IP and TCP
packet header information, without payloads. Our experiments
are done under the ISP operator’s supervision, and when the daily
Netflow data is uploaded to the private server, we only obtain the
IP address and port of each flow, represented as a four tuple. All the
stored Netflow data will be deleted upon completion of the scan.

There are no privacy data evaluated in the PDNS dataset. Re-
garding our strategy, we only use this dataset to get history domain
resolution records of a given mining pool IP address. Any sensitive
data, like client IP address or DNS query time, is not accessible.
Besides, the PDNS dataset is stored in our partner’s server, and we
only get the query API for obtaining IP history resolutions.
Active Scanning. We performed active scans in both Netflow data
and the IPv4 address space. We run the scanning application on a
dedicated server, and we’ve taken several measures to minimize
the harm to the network. First, we sent legitimate packets at no
more than half the machine’s bandwidth to ensure no impact on
the local network. Second, only one probe packet is received per
target port at a time, thus the load on the target machine is very
low. Third, we made it clear in the probe packet and a website
(with the same scanning source IP) about our research intentions.
Throughout the experiment, we did not receive any complaints
from any organizations or individuals.

4 CHARACTERISTICS OF STEALTHY MINING
POOLS

This section dives into the inner workings of stealthy mining pools,
analyzing their domain semantics, protocol support, and lifespan in
detail. Our investigation of the 19,601 stealthy mining pool domains
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and IPs indicates how they function as underground, user-friendly,
and robust mining services.
Landscape By checking the ISP information of IP address, we
find that our discovered stealthy mining pools distribute across 59
countries. Specifically, they are present with a long-tail distribution
such that the top five countries – the United States (30.15%), China
(22.39%), Germany (11.31%), Singapore (6.29%), and France (3.36%)
– account for more than 70% of all stealthy pools. One notable
finding is that the vast majority (94.7%) of mining pools in China
are located in Hong Kong. As a result of the Chinese government’s
strict regulations on the mining industry, operating mining servers
in mainland China becomes increasingly dangerous. Instead, by
relocating the mining service to Hong Kong, the operators can
avoid regulatory problems while still providing rapid access to
their underground users.

4.1 Domain Semantics of Stealthy Pools
The domain name of a service often reflects its purpose, and it
has been reported that mining blockers may determine mining
behaviors based on domain semantic information [26]. This raises
the question of how the domain names of stealthy mining pools
are constructed, and whether they reveal the underlying mining
service.

We evaluated the difference in mining-related semantics be-
tween domain names of public and stealthy pools to determine
the extent to which stealthy mining pools are related to mining
activity. A public mining pool domain typically follows the form
<coin>.<region>.<SLD>, like eth.usa.antpool.com, of the three parts,
<coin> and <SLD> usually contain mining-related semantics. In-
spired by this naming pattern, We sample and investigate 100 public
mining pool domains, as collected in Section 3.4, and summarize the
mining semantics patterns, which consist of eight mining-related
keywords. The mining semantic pattern can be categorized into
two types: (i)mining-related activities and infrastructure: including
pool, mine, mining and hash;(ii) popular cryptocurrencies and its
abbreviations, including xmr, monero, eth and btc.

We examine the 17,488 stealthy pool domains and 2,442 pub-
lic pool domains collected from Section 3.4. For each keyword of
mining semantics, we count the number of times it appears in the
domains. Figure 5 depicts the percentages of mining semantics
found in domain names. It has been discovered that the mining
semantics of stealthy pools are significantly lower than public pools.
More than half of domain names of public pools contain the word
“pool”, while only 3.7% of all contain “pool” for stealthy pools. Over-
all, 93.0 % of public domains and 5.9% of stealthy domains show
relevance to mining semantics.

We further make use of the Pearson’s Chi-square test of indepen-
dence[63] to see if there is a statistically significant difference in
the frequency of mining-related words in public pools vs stealthy
pools. Our null hypothesis 𝐻0 is that the distribution of mining-
related semantics does not have a significant difference. The result
shows the p-value of the test is less than 0.001, so we can reject
the null hypothesis 𝐻0 and conclude that stealthy mining pools is
significantly different and contain fewer mining-related semantics
in domain names compared to public pools. This result indicates

Figure 5: Percentages of mining-related keywords appeared
in mining pool domains.

that stealthy pools disguise their mining-related semantics in the
form of domain names, making them less noticeable.

4.2 Protocol Support of Stealthy Pools
Even though supporting multiple implementations inevitably re-
quires additional software development efforts, nowadays, stealthy
pools still tend to provide services that support various mining
protocols. In this section, we investigate the number of implemen-
tations supported by stealthy pools to demonstrate the extent of
effort they have made to provide user-friendly services.

As shown in Figure 6, for the three implementations 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 −
𝐵𝑇𝐶 , 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝐸𝑇𝐻 , and 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝑋𝑀𝑅, the numbers of sup-
porting pools are 1,806 (23.67%), 2,214 (29.02%), and 3,609 (47.31%),
respectively. Since Stratum-XMR is a protocol dedicated to Mon-
ero mining, nearly half of the stealthy mining pools offer Monero
mining services.

In addition, We find that one pool often hosts mining services
that support multiple different implementations at the same time.
9.3% of stealthy pools support requests for all three implementa-
tions 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝐵𝑇𝐶 , 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 − 𝐸𝑇𝐻 , and 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚 −𝑋𝑀𝑅 at the
same time, and 7.5% of pools can respond to both TLS-encrypted
and non-TLS-encrypted Stratum requests. Each mining pool sup-
ports 2.8 services, considering TLS support and different Stratum
implementations. Supporting multiple mining protocol implemen-
tations, stealthy mining pools make it easier for clients to conduct
mining operations by enabling them to change the mining currency
or TLS settings without updating the pool configurations.

4.3 Lifespan of Stealthy Pool Domains
Public mining pools need to provide stable services for their users,
therefore, a public pool domain name can typically survive for a long
period. Nevertheless, apart from attracting mining clients’ favorites,
a longer lifespanmay lead to drawing unnecessary adversary notice,
e.g, firewalls or antivirus engines. This raises the question of how
long a stealthy mining pool domain lasts.

By using the PDNS dataset, we find that domains of stealthy
pools have a much shorter lifespan than public pools. Specifically,
the lifespan of a stealthy mining pool domain is estimated by com-
bining the first and last times its DNS record was resolved, which
represent the start and end of its lifetime. This serves as a lower-
bound estimation, as the domain could have been active before
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Figure 6: Protocol support of mining pools.

Figure 7: The CDF of public and stealthy mining pools’ lifes-
pan.

the first resolution or after the last. Figure 7 shows the CDF of
lifespan distribution of public mining pools and stealthy mining
pools respectively, generated from 17,488 domains of stealthy pools
and 2,442 domains of public pools. Nearly half of the mining pool
domains have a lifecycle of fewer than 10 days, including 33% of
them are active for less than one day. In contrast, more than half of
public mining pools have a lifecycle of more than one year.

Compared to public mining pools, the lifecycle of stealthymining
pools is significantly shorter. Since stealthy pools do not provide
public services, maintaining a domain name for a long period of
time does not seem very necessary. Besides, when the stealthy pool
is used for malicious purposes, the short lifecycle helps to escape
the denylists and maintain a low profile.

5 CRYPTOMINING CAMPAIGNS
In this section, we investigate the malicious behavior of cryptomin-
ing campaigns abusing stealthy mining pools. We achieve this goal
by implementing a four-step process. First, we recognize the mali-
cious activities associated with stealthy mining pools by utilizing
threat intelligence (TI). Next, we group and identify the crypto-
mining campaigns by analyzing their underlying infrastructure,
including IP addresses, top-level domains, and public keys. Then, we
reveal and evaluate the strategies for evading detection and spread-
ing samples. Finally, we conduct a qualitative study to demonstrate
the profit gains of these cryptojacking activities from an insider’s
view.

Table 6: Statistics of stealthy mining pools’ malicious activi-
ties reported by VirusTotal. Note that comm. is the abbrevia-
tion for communication.

IP Domain

host refer download comm. malicious suspicious
20.6% 2.60% 2.40% 14.50% 3.30% 1.30%

5.1 Malicious Activities
There have been many anecdotal reports and academic papers
describing that malicious campaigns utilize stealthy pools as a
covert channel for cryptocurrency mining [25, 31, 52]. However,
it is unclear how many stealthy pools have been used to facilitate
these malicious activities. In this section, by correlating the mining
infrastructures with state-of-the-art threat intelligence, we aim to
shed light on the extent of this issue.

Specifically, we use VirusTotal [35] as the threat intelligence
source for identifying malicious activities, which is a publicly avail-
able open threat intelligence platform that synthesizes data from
more than 70 anti-virus engines. The intelligence report for stealthy
mining pool can be categorized into two folds, the IP analysis report
and the domain analysis report. IP analysis report of VirusTotal
includes four types of malicious behavior: 1) hosting, which refers
to malware or malicious URLs hosted on this IP address; 2) down-
load, which refers to malware samples downloaded from URLs
associated with this IP address; 3) communication means the IP
under study has performed communication with malware samples
through their execution in a sandboxed virtual environment; and
4) referred means domains are witnessed embedding in malware
samples as strings. As for the domain report, the VirusTotal labels
the domain as malicious, suspicious, or undetected, according to the
result generated by its security vendors.
Results. By examining the VirusTotal labels of the stealthy min-
ing pools, surprisingly, we found 23.3% IP of mining pools are
labeled as malicious by at least one security vendor. As shown in
Table 6, 20.6%, 2.6%, 2.4%, and 14.5% mining pools are labeled as
pools hosting, referred, downloaded, or communicated to at least
one malware sample, respectively. The strong correlation between
stealthy mining pools and malicious activities indicates that such
mining infrastructure has widely facilitated the malware gaining
profit. Interestingly, as for the domain report, we find only 3.3%
of the domains were classified as malicious and 1.3% of the do-
mains were marked as suspicious. The huge gap between IP and
domain mainly attributes to the short lifespan of domains as we’ve
discussed in Section 4.3.

5.2 Malicious Campaign Analysis
In contrast to public mining pools that open to a wide range of
miners, stealthy mining pools are privately owned and many (23.3%
of them) are witnessed in malicious scenarios. In this section, we
aim to investigate the distribution of malicious mining services and
examine their characteristics.

We define a campaign to be a group of malicious stealthy min-
ing pools correlated by some indicators like shared IP addresses,
eTLD+1, and public keys of TLS certificates. Similar definitions are
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Table 7: Top 10 malware campaigns abusing stealthy mining pool, ranked by request volumes in passive DNS.

Camp. # Req. # IP # Domain # Sample Time first Malware family Most resolved domain Supported Stratum # StrategiesBTC ETH XMR
C1 6.45 B 7 15 268 04/2021 WannaMine[7] o.aunt***.com 3
C2 6.30 B 5 2 288 08/2019 Outlaw[10] debian-pack***.center 3
C3 3.97 B 1 3 3 05/2021 - apache***.top 2
C4 3.11 B 15 34 33 11/2016 8220 Gang[12] rx.the***.win 3
C5 1.0 B 67 131 2,130 08/2014 8220 Gang[12] xmr-rx0.pwn***.pw 3
C6 769 M 1 2 2 12/2018 - donate.xmr***.pro 2
C7 580 M 8 2 8 08/2020 - btc.my1***.com 1
C8 65.6 M 2 24 45 05/2018 - a.be***.website 3
C9 63.9 M 1 28 6 05/2021 - zq2021.zao***.com 2
C10 35.1 M 1 7 100 07/2022 - poole.laofu***.com 1

Camp.: Campaign. Req.: Request. For the visible features, we use “ ” when we observe neither TCP-based nor TLS-based Stratum is supported.
“ ” when only TCP-based Stratum is supported, and “ ” when both TCP-based and TLS-based Stratum are supported. #Strategies means encountered strategies.
Samples and corresponding Malware family are retrive from the IP report in Section 5.1.
Time first means the first seen time of the campaign, We take the earlier one from either the first time recorded by the PDNS or the date when the samples are first seen.

8220 Gang
Outlaw

WannaMine 8220 Gang

Figure 8: Distribution of identified campaigns in terms of the
number of domains and counts of requests.

widely used in current research, such as [44, 60]. We utilize the
following indicators to further categorize malicious mining pools
into campaigns.
● Common IP addresses. Miscreants set up multiple mining

pools on the same physical or virtual machine. Thus, if different
domain addresses are hosted on the same IP address, they will be
considered to belong to the same campaign.
● Common eTLD+1. eTLD+1 is commonly referred to as regis-

trable domain, which suggests that they are controlled by the same
registrant [69]. Thus, if domains with the same eTLD+1 are found
in separate clusters, then they are merged into one campaign.
● Common public key of TLS certificate. Stealthy mining

pools leverage TLS to encrypt their communications, and the mis-
creants won’t share their private keys with each other in most
cases. If two different mining pools share the same public key of
TLS certificate, we consider they are in the same campaign, then
group them into the same campaign.

Using these features, we identified a total of 439 campaigns in-
volving 880 IPs and 4,503 domains. Figure 8 shows the distribution
of domain counts and client request counts for the identified cam-
paigns. Note that the counts of client requests are generated from
the PDNS dataset.

Table 7 shows an overview of the top 10 campaigns ranked by
request counts in PDNS. C1,C2,C4,C5 are all from known cryptomin-
ing campaigns, where C1 belongs to WannaMine [7], C2 belongs
to Outlaw [10], and C4,C5 are all from 8220 Gang [20]. Although
C4, C5 belong to the same malware campaign, they are not related
in any identifiers we’ve adopted, thus they belong to two differ-
ent mining pool infrastructures of 8220 Gang, which shows the
robustness of 8220 Gang’s mining topology.

In terms of protocols, we found that nine of the top 10 campaigns
support Stratum-XMR, which is used for Monero mining. This also
confirms previous studies [62] thatMonero is the preferred currency
by criminals for malicious cryptomining since it is friendly to CPU
mining.
Case Study. Take C5 as an example. It is one of the largest cam-
paigns for the known cryptomining malware family 8220 Gang,
which has grown rapidly since 2021 according to public reports [12].
Our analysis finds that the earliest activity of C5 dates back to 2014,
indicating it has been active for a long time. Interestingly, we find
that some of its domains do not hide the mining-related semantics
like most other stealthy pools as we’ve discussed in Section 4.1.
these domains follow the pattern <coin>-<algo>-(tls).pwn***.pw
like xmr-rx0-tls.pwn***.pw. We can deduce from this naming pat-
tern that at least 10 cryptocurrency mining services are provided.
We also discover that C5 uses TLS extensively, with over 100,000
requests to its Monero TLS pool. We further refer to the threat
intelligence labels for 2,130 C5 samples and categorize them into
three types: (i) CoinMiner; (ii) Tsunami botnet [19]; and (iii) Port
scanner, which shows its effort to spread aggressively.

5.3 Surviving Strategies
As mining pool detection techniques continue to improve, it’s cru-
cial for stealthymining to take actions to keep underground and sur-
vive. In this section, we uncover three tricks used by stealthymining
pools as countermeasures. Our investigation revealed that these
strategies, including migrating domain name resolution method,
leveraging known botnets, and enabling Transport Layer Security
(TLS) encryption, can greatly increase the surviving rate.
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Table 8: The detection rate of public pools and stealthy pools with different domain resolution strategies. We consider a domain
or IP detected if it is flagged as malicious. CNAME and Public IP mean the stealthy pool adopted this strategy in the past.

Category Public pool Stealthy pool
CNAME Public IP Self-owned IP Total

Domains 91.6%(2237/2442) 75.5%(34/45) 64.8%(79/122) 4.0%(691/17321) 4.6%(804/17488)
IPs 82.5%(416/504) 96.3%(26/27) 69.6%(55/79) 20.6%(435/2113) 23.3%(516/2219)

Table 9: Evolution of resolution strategies for campaigns.

Year CNAME Public IP Self-owned IP
2022 2.10% 4.50% 98.20%
2021 4.60% 8.30% 93.20%
2020 4.30% 5.40% 92.00%
2019 11.90% 6.70% 85.70%
2018 9.60% 3.60% 84.10%
We collect the history records for each year from PDNS at the
timestamp of October 31.
The campaign is considered to have adopted the resolution strat-
egy if it was used by one of the campaign’s domains.

Figure 9: Usage of botnets in malware campaigns.

5.3.1 Migrating domain names resolution method. Before stealthy
mining pools are massively adopted by attackers, previous re-
search [62] has suggested that attackers try to escape denylist-based
detection by creating CNAME domain aliases, i.e., domains they
hold in the form of CNAMEs that point to domains in public min-
ing pools. Similarly, we observe from the PDNS dataset that some
stealthy pool domains used to resolve its mining pool domains to
public mining pools by configuring A records as public mining pool
IP addresses. In both cases, the mining pool address is not under
the control of the attacker and may be blocked when the attacker’s
wallet address is reported to some responsible mining pool [62].

All the stealthy pool domains we collected are A records pointing
to stealthy pool IPs. We further examined the PDNS resolution
history of domains from the campaigns, and found instances where
they were CNAME aliases or A records pointing to public pools in
the past five years. Table 9 shows the evolution of the resolution
strategies. The proportion of campaigns holding their own mining
pool IPs has been increasing year by year, reaching 98.2% in 2022.

Take the campaign C30 for example. In 2020 its mining pool
domain xmrs.wuli***.nl first pointed to a Monero mining pool
pool.supp***.com by way of CNAME, but it was altered to point

Table 10: Examples of self-signed TLS certificates.

Common name Org. name Count # Public key
localhost - 195 34
caocao.cao CC 39 1

cn - 24 1
mining.pool Mining Pool 17 11
sslserver - 14 1
Eth Proxy Developer 12 1

directly to pool-ca.supp***.com’s IP 192.***.***.114 later in this year.
Then it resolves the mining pool domain to its self-owned IP ad-
dress 192.***.***.90 from 2022. During this evolutionary process,
the stealthiness of the campaign’s mining pools gradually grew,
suggesting that criminals will continue to change their mining
strategies in order to maximize profits.

To assess the effectiveness of this strategy, we submit the do-
main and IP list of public and stealthy pools to a security vendor
we partner with and compared the detection rates of public and
stealthy mining pools. Table 8 reveals that the detection rate of
public pools (82.5%) is much higher than stealthy pools (23.3%),
indicating that the stealthy mining pool can hugely hide the mining
behavior. Besides, we find setting up the stealthy mining pool with
a self-owned IP address effectively decreases the detection rate.
Specifically, when considering the three different ways of domain
resolution, the detection rate drops to 20.6% of IPs and 4.0% of
domains while using self-owned IP.

5.3.2 Leveraging the botnets. Anecdotal reports suggest that min-
ing malware campaigns have begun to employ botnets to propagate
samples in order to make malware spread more easily [12]. We in-
vestigated the malicious labels linked with the malware campaigns
obtained in section 5.2 to assess the rate of usage of this method.

We found a total of 18.9% (2,041/10,824) samples from 77 cam-
paigns associated with commodity botnets, including 11 different
botnet services like Tsunami, Virut, and Graftor [15, 19, 36]. Inter-
estingly, as shown in Figure 9. we find that the more active the
campaign is, the higher the percentage of botnet recruiting. Among
the top 100 campaigns sorted by the count of DNS requests, 43% of
them have used the botnet to spread the mining malware. This rate
decreases to 21% among the top 100 to 200 campaigns and further
to 5.4% in the remaining campaigns. This difference suggests that
campaigns that use botnets to spread malware are more prosperous.

5.3.3 Enabling TLS encryption. According to Section 3.4, we probe
the targets with and without TLS encryption. Among the mining
pools we collected, TLS has a deployment rate of 51.5%, which
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Table 11: Overview of the stealthy mining pool domains we have taken over.

Pool domain Pool IP Pool port Stratum protocol Sample Monthly observation
Cost ($) # Victim # Req. Revenue ($)

seve-amam.jn***.com 23.***.***.17 6666 BTC/ETH/XMR+TLS - 0.721 1 81 0.709
5rx***.cn 106.***.***.216 5555 BTC+TlS - 0.498 2 925 1.38

apkxm.faye***.org 206.***.***.113 80 XMR+TCP/TLS ✓ 0.927 116 408,482 82.112
data.halo***.club 67.***.***.14 38071 XMR+TCP/TLS ✓ 0.179 1,057 532,898 747.101

lzsc***.cn 152.***.***.53 8080 BTC/ETH/XMR+TLS - 0.361 0 0 0
nhiai***.xyz 185.***.***.8 8080 XMR+TLS ✓ 0.167 11 9,674 7.8
neo***.cn 106.***.***.216 5555 BTC+TCP - 0.178 0 0 0

www.bs***.co 51.***.***.37 7777 BTC/ETH/XMR+TCP/TLS ✓ 0.584 609 11,851,143 430.619
uxi***.com 47.***.***.240 443 BTC/ETH/XMR+TCP - 0.923 0 0 0
Total - - - - 4.538 1,796 12,803,203 1,269.717

means more than half of the stealthy mining pools tend to commu-
nicate with mining via encrypted traffic. By checking the IP report
in Section 5.1, we find that among all the TLS pools, only 9.6% are
labeled as malicious, which is much lower than the overall mali-
cious rate (23.3%). As for mining campaigns, we found that 238 out
of 439 campaigns have deployed at least one mining pool service
that supports TLS connection. In contrast to the 2021 study [67]
that stated there is no usage of SSL/TLS by cryptomining malware,
we have observed a high adoption rate (54.2%) of TLS encryption in
cryptomining campaigns through protocol scanning. This suggests
that these cryptomining campaigns are evolving rapidly.

We further scanned 757 TLS-enabled stealthy mining pools that
were still active on November 10, 2022, and find out that 66.5%
of these server certificates are self-signed certificates and 7.1% of
them are expired TLS certificates. Table 10 contains examples of
self-signed certificates. We can conclude that stealthy mining pools
deploying TLS simply make use of the encryption capabilities of
TLS without caring about the security of the entire session. This
is due to the fact that, on the one hand, self-signed certificates are
cost-free and quick and easy to generate, and on the other hand, a
previous study has proved that encrypted mining traffic is sufficient
to escape deep packet inspection (DPI) based detection [49].

5.4 Revenue Estimation
Estimating the revenues of cryptocurrency mining campaigns via
stealthy mining pools can be challenging due to a lack of informa-
tion on controlled miners and criminal wallet addresses. However,
taking over the expired domain of the mining pool gives us the op-
portunity to evaluate the profits from an insider’s view. We checked
for registrable domains among the mining pool belonging to cam-
paigns and finally obtained nine expired mining pool domains. The
overview of taken-over mining pools is displayed in Table 11.

To evaluate the scales and impacts of taken-over pools, we de-
ployed a mining pool honeypot based on the port and protocol
information obtained from Section 3.4. To avoid causing any neg-
ative effects on victims, our honeypot only collects mining pool
login requests and sends a response informing them that the domain
has been taken over, thus the victims do not actually start mining
and contribute computing power to the taken-over domains. The
honeypot was served from 2022-12-01 to 2022-12-31. During this
one-month-long period, six of the nine taken-over pools received

mining login requests from miners, totaling 1,796 victims from 44
countries.
Revenue estimation from taken-over pools. In order to under-
stand the revenue gains by the miscreants, we estimated the profits
we make by taking over the mining pool and compared it with the
investment made in purchasing the domain. Specifically, we used
the following revenue estimation model.

𝑅𝑖 =
Victims
∑
𝑗=0

𝐿𝑗 ∗ ℎ 𝑗 ∗ 𝑃 (1)

Where 𝑅𝑖 refers to the revenue that can be obtained through
mining pool 𝑖 . Victims refers to the number of victims in the pool.
𝐿𝑗 denotes the victim’s lifespan, while ℎ 𝑗 denotes the hash rate of
the victim’s system. 𝑃 refers to mining profitability, meaning how
much USD can be obtained each day by a certain mining hash rate.

To estimate the lifecycle 𝐿𝑗 of the victim, we assume that we
start mining with the victim machine from the first time the vic-
tim sends a mining request and that the victim has been actively
mining since then. The victims we take over are all Monero cryp-
tocurrency miners. Therefore, to estimate the hash rate ℎ 𝑗 of the
victim machines, we refer to the benchmark provided by xmrig [38],
the most popular client for Monero coin mining. The average hash
rate is based on the mainstream CPU (Intel i5-7400 Processor) in
desktop PCs, With the algorithm set to RandomX and considering
the average performance of single thread and multi threads, we set
the hash rate of all machines to 1000H/s.

To find the daily mining profitability, we collected historical data
from BitinfoCharts [22], which provides the mining profitability
for a day in USD with a hash rate of 1 kHash/s based on the daily
mining difficulty and block returns.

Table 11 summarizes our costs and profits for each domain. Using
these data, we estimated the profitability for onemonth is $1,269.717
on average. Considering the renting price of servers for deploying
taken-over pools, our overall purchase cost is $44.538 for one month
($40 for renting servers and $4.538 for registering domains). By
taking over the mining pool, we can earn $1,225.179 per month,
with a return on investment (ROI) of 2,750%.
Revenue estimation from PDNS. Our research has shown that
criminals engaging in stealthy mining activities are able to generate
significant profits, with an average return on investment of 2,750%.
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To gain an extensive understanding of the financial impact of these
activities, we employ PDNS to assess the potential victims.

Since Stratum-XMR is exclusively used by Monero, we focus on
the 134 campaigns that only adopt Stratum-XMR as their mining
protocol and estimate revenues based on Monero price. Specifically,
for domains of Monero campaigns, we get the first and last access
days of users from the PDNS dataset as the start and end of the
mining process and then aggregate the overall mining duration for
each campaign. It’s worth noting that the IP addresses for all users
are anonymized when we access the PDNS dataset.

We take a sample of one month’s history record of PDNS from
November 1 to November 30. Using the revenue estimation model
for taken-over pools (Equation 1), our result shows that the 134
Monero campaigns can profit around $84,836.32 per month from
more than 200 thousands victims. Therefore, criminals have the
ability to acquire more than 1 million USD per year.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Limitations
Bias of data collection. Since our mining pool port distribution
comes from a single ISP’s Netflow statistics, the result inevitably has
some bias. However, we made the following efforts to make the data
more representative: (1) Our Netflow collection lasted six months,
and the sampled port distribution is closer to the real situation, i.e.,
it shows a long-tailed distribution. (2) We scanned the top 32 ports
accounting for more than 80% of cryptocurrency mining activities
in the entire IPv4 space to mitigate the limitation of the potential
bias ISP Netflow (Section 3.4).
Mining pool protocols. Stratum is the de facto protocol for mining
pool communication. However, there are no standardized imple-
mentation specifications for the Stratum, leading to specific im-
plementation varies among different mining pools. To make the
probing results convincing, we seek documentation, previous work,
and miner clients to collect different implementations (Section 3.1).
Through these efforts, we have been able to identify three different
variations of the Stratum protocol implementation.

We also admit that, as noted in the browser-based cryptojacking
study [56], our methodology cannot fully detect mining pools with
obfuscated traffic (e.g., utilizing base64 encoding of the mining
payload) or custom protocols. However, we believe this case only
accounts for a few real-world stealthy mining pool services. First,
traffic obfuscation or custom protocols require both miners and
mining pools to be programmed and negotiated to support the
same encoding/encryption protocol, making the mining program
less portable. Second, to bypass ISP censorship, e.g., DPI, the TLS
encryption of Stratum protocol can satisfy this requirement, and our
experiments confirm that this obfuscation method is able to evade
detection (Section 5.3.3). Finally, during our study, all public reports
of cryptojacking malware utilize one of the three implementations
of Stratum protocols (Section 3.1).

6.2 Responsible Disclosure
Stealthy mining pools. For the IP addresses of stealthy mining
pools from cryptomining campaigns, we initiate a responsible dis-
closure by collecting the IP WHOIS data and extracting the email
addresses for reporting network abuse. Then we send emails to

report the IP address abuse we’ve found. By the submission of this
paper, we have reported the abuse to 24 ISPs or hosting providers
and received acknowledgments from two of them.
Victim miners. Our experiment in Section 5.4 found 1,796 victims
of taken-over cryptomining campaigns from 44 countries. 78 differ-
ent ISPs were found by the IP WHOIS data, and we have reported
these issues to the related ISPs. Up to now, the ISP where we get
Netflow data has confirmed the cryptomining malware activities
and taken down the cryptojacking domains.

7 RELATEDWORK
Mining pool. There have been a few earlier studies on the mining
pool ecosystem. Miller et al. [61] discovered peer-to-peer links in
Bitcoin. They inferred details about the organization of mining
pools by corroborating these details with supplemental evidence
found by public records on the web and DNS records. Kai et al. [58]
revealed Ethereum’s Network Topology and demonstrated mining
pools’ biased neighbor selection strategies. Cao et al. [45] explored
the Monero Peer-to-Peer Network. They linked public and private
mining pools to Monero P2P nodes by the nodes’ degree. Some
works focus on mining pool attacks Ittay Eyal [47] discussed the
withholding attack on mining pools. Variants of this attack include
Fork After Withholding (FAW) attack proposed by Yujin et al. [57],
and the Power Adjusting Withholding (PAW) attack proposed by
Shang et al. [50]. Kai el al. [59] conducted a novel attack that can
disable a remote Ethereum node’s txpool service. However, there is
no systematic research to analyze the stealthy mining pool yet due
to a lack of a full understanding of the protocol implementation,
usage, and port distribution.
Cryptojacking. The first study of cryptomining malware was con-
ducted by Huang et al. [52], they analyzed the prevalence of Bitcoin
mining botnets and discovered the use of dark pools via network
protocol in 26% of the samples. The most related work is Pastrana
et al. [62] which conducted the largest measurement of cryptomin-
ing malware. They found some stealth techniques including using
CNAMEs of public pools and mining proxies to bypass denylist-
based detection. These two studies were performed by malware
sample analysis, which neither covers most of the stealthy pools
we’ve collected nor performs a large-scale and longitudinal study.

Recently Li et al. [60] studied real-world illicit cryptomining on
public CI platforms. Only public mining pools are included in their
crawling samples. As browser-based cryptojacking emerged, Geng
et al. [51] and Konoth et al. [56] reported a systematic study on
browser-based cryptojacking ecosystem. They all mentioned the
extensive use of Websocket proxy servers by browser-based mining.
Some works, such as [44, 68], are also devoted to browser-based
cryptojacking measurement.

Many studies discovered cryptomining activity using content-
agnostic traffic flow [46, 48, 67, 73]. Their approach was based
mostly on the spatio-temporal properties of the Stratum proto-
col. In addition to network-based detection, host-based detection
studies utilized sample fingerprints and unique features of hard-
ware to find out mining activities [70, 72]. In contrast to previous
works, which primarily focus on cryptojacking malware samples
and behaviors, our research proposes and examines a novel mining
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underlying infrastructure: the stealthy mining pool. We investigate
its ecosystem, characteristics, evasion techniques, and revenues.

8 CONCLUSION
The presence of stealth mining pools in the cryptocurrency min-
ing ecosystem has become impossible to overlook. Recent reports
demonstrate that underground miners and cryptojacking malware
have turned to stealthy pools to bypass law enforcement activities
or security censorship. However, due to lacking a comprehensive
understanding of the protocol characteristics, there is no systematic
research to analyze stealth mining pools yet.

In this paper, we shed light on the (ab)use of stealthy mining
pools in the wild. By performing a large-scale and longitudinal mea-
surement study of stealthy mining pools, we report 7,629 stealthy
mining pools, spanning 2,113 IPs and 17,488 domains among 59
countries. Our analysis reveals the stealthy mining pools carefully
crafting their domain semantics, protocol support, and lifespan to
provide underground, user-friendly, and robust mining services.
What’s worse, we uncover a strong correlation between the stealthy
mining pool and malware. Stealthy pools are also leveraging tricks,
e.g., migrating domain names resolution method to evade state-of-
the-art mining detection. Finally, a qualitative study is performed
to evaluate the profit gains of malicious cryptomining activities
from an insider’s perspective, demonstrating that criminals have
the ability to acquire more than 1 million USD per year with an
average ROI of 2,750%.
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